Lots & Lots of Airplay
The Raymond Scott Project
Various
Dog Faced Hermans
Nick Drake
Sandy Denny
Various
Lucia Pamela
The Space Negros
The Verlaines
Bahia Black
Indonesian Popular Music
Moe Tucker
Various
The Pretty Things
Various
The Slits
Barbara Manning
The Electric Eels
Various
Various
High Back Chairs
Yardbirds
Karen Mantler and Her Cat
Pell Mell
Various
Von Magnet
Saint Etienne
Think Tree
Charlie Patton
Various
Various
Pain Killer
Lydia Lunch & Rowland Howard
String Trio of New York
Fred Frith/Tim Hodgkinson
Lead Belly
Hagler/Hausermann/Scutz
Lush
Mahalia Jackson
Lou Reed
Bobby Darin
Trio Violon
Voice of the Turtle
Can

Volume One: Powerhouse
Guitarorists
Mental Blocks for All Ages
Fruit Tree
Who Knows Where the Time...
Cassette Mythos Audio Alchemy
Into Outer Space With...
Dig Archaeology 1980 - 1990
Ready to Fly
Ritual Beating System
Kroncong, Dangdut, & ... 
I Spent a Week There The...
Vhutemas Archetypal
Closed Restaurant Blues
RER Quarterly Vol. 1 Selections
The Peel Sessions
One Perfect Green Blanket
God Says Fuck You
Columbia Country Classics Vol. 1
CMCD
Of Two Minds
Smokestack Lightning
...Get the Flu
Rhyming Guitars
Psychedelic Microdots Vol. 2
Flamenco Mutants
Foxbase Alpha
Like the Idea
King of the Delta Blues
Georgia Sea Island Songs
Broken Dreams: Hopes and...
Guts of A Virgin
Shotgun Wedding
Time Never Lies
Live Improvisations
Midnight Special
Auf Der Hut
Spooky
Gospels, Spirituals & Hymns
Magic and Loss
Mack the Knife
La Concordance Des Temps
Balkan Vistas - Spanish Dreams
Saw Delight

Stash
No. 6
Konkurrel
Hannibal
Hannibal
What Next?
Arf Arf
Arf Arf
Slash
Axiom
Folkways
New Rose
Mute
Bamcaruso
RER
Strange Fruit
Heyday
Homestead
Columbia
RER
Dischord
Sony
Xtrawatt
SST
Sundazed
Danceteria
Warner Bros.
Caroline
Yazoo
New World
Line
Earache
Triple X
Stash
Megaphone
Rounder
Unit
4AD
Legacy
Sire
Atco
Silex
Titanic
Spoon

continued on reverse...
Heavy Airplay (Cont'd)
Margareth Menenzes
Agnostic Front
Van Dyke Parks
Erik Lindgren
Afghan Whigs
Henry Mancini
Various
Definition of Sound
Albert Ayler
Uzume Taiko
Booker T. & the MGs
Love Battery
Luka Bloom
Bessie Smith
Robert Musso
Mississippi John Hurt
The Odeon Pope Saxophone Choir
The Pastels
H.P. Lovecraft
John Coltrane
Jonestown
Kindala
One Voice
Song Cycle
Oil on Linen
Congregation
The Pink Panther and Other...
Masters of The Delta Blues
Moira Janes Cafe
Love Cry
Chirashi
Uptight
Dayglow
The Acoustic Motorbike
The Complete Recordings Vol. 2
Active Resonance
Avalon Blues 1963
The Ponderer
Thru You Heart
Live
Interstellar Space
All Day Sucker

Medium Airplay
Grupo Aymara
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band
Green Day
Brecht/Weill
Sam & Dave
Tri Jord Marchand
Women's Choir of Sophia
Frank Zappa
Tyoohiko Satoh
Jin Hi Kim/Joseph Celli
So Nicht
Soundtrack
Mzwakhe Mbuli
Neely Bruce/Electric Phoenix
Cheb Mami
Claw Hammer
Beach Boys
Gruntruck
Klezmer Plus!
Globokar
Organized Konfusion
Convicts
Manufacturing of Humidifiers
Pandit Pran Nath
Cranes
Otis Redding
Outback
Darius Milhaud
Richies
Died Pretty
Jimmie Rodgers
Steve Lacy
Stiff Little Fingers
Werner Josten
Soundtrack
Rossoy
Arina
Watcha Gonna Do For the...
Kerplunk
The Seven Deadly Sins
Hold On, I'm Comin'
An Tri Breur
Les Grandes Voix Bulgares
Hot Rats
Lute Music from the Netherlands
No World Improvisations
So or So
Valley of the Dolls
Resistance is Defence
The Plague & Other Vocal Works
Let Me Be
Rawthales
Lost & Found!
Inside Yours
Klezmer Plus!
Les Emigres
Organized Konfusion
This is for the Convicts
Dire Images of Beauty
Ragas of Morning and Night
Wings of Joy
Otis Blue
Dance the Devil Away
Suite Provencale/Lc...
Spring Surprise
Doughboy Hollow
No Hard Times, 1932
More Monk
The Peel Sessions
Orchestral Works
The Lunatic Soundtrack
Island of Ghosts

continued on next page...
Medium Airplay (Cont'd)

Non
Neglige - Electronic Underwear
The Wedding Present
Buckwheat Zydeco
Hank McCoy
Heldon
Henry Threadgill Very Very...
Col. Bruce Hampton
Various
Nelson
Gago Barbieri
Astor Piazzolla
Big Daddy Kane
The Go-Betweens
Slowdive
The Mar - Keys & Booker T...
Jim O'Rourke
Richard Pinhas
David First
David Murray Octet
Various
Elvin Jones
Robert Erickson
Holly Cole Trio
Frankie Paul
Pamela Warrick - Smith
Bartok/Schoenberg
Fear
Various
The Rising Storm
Soundtrack
Schanzer/Spach Duo
Skrapyard
Fiddlers 5

Easy Listening for Iron Youth
Prenatal Inferno
The BBC Sessions
On Track
Still Feeling Blue/Lately...
Allez Teia
Spiral of Nuff ... Nuff
& The Aquarium Rescue Unit
The Art of Fingerstyle Guitar
Bring Back the Voodoo
Chapter Three Viva Emiliano...
El Desande
Prince of Darkness
The Peel Sessions
Just for A Day
Back to Back
Tamper
L'Ethique
Resolver
Hope Scope
Just Play
In Europe
Sierra & Other Works
Blame It On My Youth
Should I
Work, Fight and Pray
Le Mandarin Merveilleux...
Live...for the Record
Brave New Waves
Calm Before.../Alive...
The Mambo Kings
Dualities
Sex is Sex
Fiddle Music from Scotland

Mute
Archegon
Strange Fruit
Charisma
Okra
Cuneiform
Black Saint
Capricorn
Shanachie
Shanachie
Impulse
El Bandoneon
Cold Chillin'
Strange Fruit
SBK
Atlantic
Extreme
Cuneiform
O.O.
Black Saint
Brooklyn Beat
Enja
CRI
Manhattan
Heartbeat
Greenhays
Quintana
Restless
Variety
Arf Arf
Elektra
Mode
Alternative Tentacles
Temple

Light Airplay
Mariachi Miguel Dias
Stanley Pulaski's Orchestra
Emmanuel Cabrier
The Cold Club
Green Magnet School
Robert Dick
Dave Burrell
Michael Gibbs
Chubby Carrier & Bayou...
Bordinode
Sound of Blackness
Ricky Barnes & the Hootowls
Noel Lee
McGarrigles/Bourne & Macleod
Emmylou Harris
Neuenschwander/Utzinger...
Orlando Jacinto Garcia
The Paul Bley Group
Bold
Fintribe
Endle St. Cloud
Stefan Grossman

! Mexico !
Polka Time
Une Education Manquee
The Cold Club
Blood Music
Venturi Shadows
The Jelly Roll Joys
Iron and Silk
Boogie Woogie Zydeco
Les Seize Melodies...
Testify
Ya' Finally Said Somethin...
Musique Americaine Pour Piano
McGarrigles/Bourne & Macleod
At the Ryman
Dances and Tunes for House
La Belleza Del Silicio
Live at Sweet Basil
Speak Out
Ace Love Deuce
Thank You All Very Much
Black Melodies on a Clear...

Audio Fidelity
Diplomat
CDM
Variety
Genius
O.O.
Gazell
Mute
Flying Fish
CDM
Perspective
Okra
CDM
Variety
Reprise
Music Helvetica
O.O.
Soul Note
Revelation
One Little Indian
Charly
Shanachie

continued on reverse...
Light Airplay (Cont'd)
Marc Edwards Quartet
Tom Alonso
Dakota Dave Hull
The Ghost
Edie Adams
Donovan
T La Rock
Coffin Break
Negazione
Barry Crimmins
Crothers/Popkin
Saint Vitus
Carcass
A.R. Kane
Bobby McFerrin & Chick Corea
Lambert, Hendricks & Ross
Euclid's Bakery
Lennie Tristano Sextet
Clockhammer
Carlos Montoya
Various
Miracle Legion
Mr. Thing
Tech Nine
Zuzu Pollin
Root Boy Slim
Various
Jocelyn Robert
The Chieftains
The Mighty Sparrow
Idrisa Diop
Donald Erb
Wiseblood
John Cool
Billy Mure
Pat Harrington, Jr.
Louis Nye
Raw Fusion
Porn Orchard
Ellen McIwaine/Eugene Smith
Laura Smith
Bolt Thrower
Various
Billy Bragg
Father Dom
David Jacobs
John Gary
John Philip Sousa
Nord Deutsches March Band
Professor Griff
The Hard Travelers
Empire Brass
Bernard Rands
Peterson/Brody/McLennan
Rossi & Toni Grunschlag
 Legendary Lunch
Mucho Valdes Con Su Sabor...

Black Queen
Indian Summer
Reunion Rag
For One Second
Behind Those Swingin' Doors
Cosmic Wheels
On a Warpath
"No Sleep" Til the ...
100%
Kill the Messenger
In Motion
Heavier Than Thou
Necroticism - Descanting...
Americana
Play
Sing A Song of Basie
Outdoor Scenery
Wow
Klinefelter
Carlos Montoya
Musical Memories O Scandinavia
We Are All Lost
In New York
Slay Jam
Texas Bluesman
Root 6
Best of Mountain Stage Vol. 2
Folie/Culture
An Irish Evening
Hot Like Fire
Femme Noire
The Music of Donald Erb
PTTM
Jail House Rock/Racial War
A String of Trumpets
Some Like It Hip!
Here's Nye in Your Eye
Live From the Styletron
Urge's & Angers
Ellen McIwaine/Eugene Smith
Elemental
The Peel Sessions
World
Accident Waiting to Happen
Father Dom
Gentle Guitar
A Little Bit of Heaven
Sousa Marches
German Band Marches
Kao's 11 Wiz *7* Dome
Silver & Gold
Romantic Brass: Music of...
Canti Lunatici/Canti...
P.eterson/Brody/McLennan
Piano Duo
Things I've Seen
Mucho Sabor

Alpha Phonics
Clean Cuts
Flying Fish
Bamcaruso
Decca
Epic
Sleeping Bag
C/Z
We Bite America
Green Linnet
New Artists
SST
Earache
Luaka Bop
Blue Note
Impulse
Nana Mary
Jazz
First Warning
Hudson
London Int'l
Morgan Creek
Mumbo Jumbo
Strictly Rhythm
Antone's
Naked Language
Blue Plate
Cuneiform
RCA
BLS
Distribution Volume
CRI
Big Cat
Sky High
Everest
United Artists
United Artists
Hollywood Basic
C/Z
Variety
Variety
Strange Fruit
ECM
Elektra
Wrap
Greenhays
RCA
Stereo Fidelity
Stereo Fidelity
Atlantic
Noteworthy
Telarc
CRI
CRI
CRI
Ratfish
Palladium

continued on next page...
Light Airplay (Cont'd)
John Baldry
Soundtrack
Hen-Gee & Evil-E
The KLF
Shulamit Ran
Zone Patrol

Singles
Dogbowl
The Stinky Puffs
Various
Radioactive Goldfish
The Gories
Fly Ashtray
Crystlzd Mvnmnts
Bad Religion
Mantis
Specula
Matthew Sweet
The Creatures of the...
The Deviators
Lucky Pierre
Various
Ellie Marshall w/Christmas
Refrigerator
The Cheater Slicks
Kendra Smith
Digital Underground
Pop's Cool Love
Indian Bingo
Pain Teens/God and Texas
The Feick Family
Burnout
Bud, Sweat and Beers
Pigalle
Marley Marl
Dynamic Duo
Rise Robots Rise
King Carcass
David Bowie vs 808 State
Chic
Motor Virus
Roadrunners
Mark Brine
East River Pipe
Euthanasia
Keep

It Ain't Easy
The Student Prince
If U Were Mine
Justified & Ancient
Music of Shulamit Ran
Limited Edition

The Man With the Plucked...
The Stinky Puffs
Scary Songs for Kids
LSD is the Bomb
Here be the Bories
This Boy Knows, Do You Know?
The Lowest Step
Atomic Garden
Who Wants to be a Camel?
Vena Cava

Girlfriend
The Clown with the Broken...
Century 21
Fans & Camerass/Idlewood
Dope Guns 'n Fucking...Vol. 7
Womb Man
Rocking Horse Loser
I'm Grounded/Can It Be?
Stille Im...
No Nose Job
Free Me
Big Rock
Bondage/1066
Orange Blossom Special
Lounge
Are You Gonna Be There?...
Marie La Rouquine/Sophie...
Check the Mirror/At The
Dynamic Duo
Talk is Cheap
Unbounded Coil
Sound & Vision
Chic Mystique
Trippin' Corpses
Initiation Rites/I Often...
New Blue Yodel
Axl or Iggy
Thoughts of Yesterday
Song for the Country

Vital Music
Psychoacoustic
Elemental
Maji
In the Red
Vital Music
No. 6
Sympathy/Rec. Industry
Drag City
Monkey Tech
Zoo
Dionysus
Skene
Unadulterated
Amphetamine Reptile
Jenny
Jupa
In the Red
Jenny
Tommy Boy
Elektra
Independent Project
Rave
Rebel
Drag City
In the Red
Boucherie
Cold Chillin'
RM
TVT
No. 6
Tommy Boy
Warner Bros.
Over and Out
Boucherie
Diesel Only
Hell Gate
Subcorridor
Ratfish

Cassettes
David Wojnarowicz & Ben Neill
Yximaloo
Allen Lowe & Orchestra
Paul McMahon
Various
Falling Stairs
Cowtown
Dead Godz

Itsofomo
Remix
New Tango '92: After...
Great His Tits
Tellus #8
Mad/Daylight/A Happy Man
Shit Magnet
Dead Godz

Demo
Sakura
Fairhaven
Akalaschic
Tellus
Get Out 'A Town
Cowtown
Axemusic
CRITICS' PICKS

Best Artist of the Year
Perry Farrell (Jane's Addiction)

Best Album
Out of Time, R.E.M.
Achtung Baby, U2
Nevermind, Nirvana
Use Your Illusion I, Guns 'n' Roses
Everclear, American Music Club

Best Single
"Losing My Religion," R.E.M.
"Smells Like Teen Spirit," Nirvana
"O.P.P.," Naughty by Nature
"Cream," Prince
"Right Here, Right Now," Jesus Jones

Best Band
R.E.M.

Best Female Singer
Bonnie Raitt

Best Male Singer
Van Morrison

Best New Band
Nirvana

Best Heavy-Metal Band
Metallica

Best Rap Group
Public Enemy
L.L. Cool J

Best Female Rapper
Queen Latifah

Best Country Artist
Jimmie Dale Gilmore

Best Jazz Artist
Sonny Sharrock

Best New Male Singer
Chris Whitley

Best New Female Singer
Sam Phillips

Best Album Cover
Nevermind, Nirvana

Best Tour
Lollapalooza

Best Radio Station
WFMU, East Orange, NJ

Best Reissue Album
Star Time, James Brown

Worst Album Cover
We Can't Be Stopped, Geto Boys

Worst Band
Skid Row

Worst Male Singer
Michael Bolton

Worst Female Singer
Mariah Carey

Worst Video
"Black or White," Michael Jackson

Worst Tour
Whitney Houston

Best Producer
Butch Vig (tie)
T-Bone Burnett
Daniel Lanois

Best Songwriter
Mark Eitzel (American Music Club)

Best Video
"Losing My Religion," R.E.M.

The Critics

Billy Altman
Gil Asakawa
Michael Axterrad
Steve Bloom
Diane Cardwell
Mark Coleman
J.D. Considine
Brian Cullman
Chuck Dean
Anthony DeCurtis
Ted Drozdowski
Chuck Eddy
Paul Evans
Jim Farber
David Fricke
Elyss Gardner
Jeff Giles
Mikal Gilmore
Michael Goldberg
Fred Goodman
Jimmy Guterman
David Handelman
James Henke
Pete Howard
James Hunter
Karen Johnston
Jae-Ha Kim
Wayne King

Allan Kostinn
Alan Light
Amy Linden
Moira McCormick
Evelyn McDonnell
David McGee
Don McLeese
John Milward
Chris Mundy
Kim Neely
Rob O'Connor
Steve Pond
Kevin Powell
Parke Puterbaugh
Jeff Reisser
Ira Robbins
Robert Santelli
Michael Sauter
Tom Sinclair
Wil Stenger
Chip Stern
John Swenson
Rob Tannenbaum
Steven Volk
David Wild
Josef Woodard
Christian Wright
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